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Abstract 
 

Certificate-based cryptography is a new cryptographic primitive which eliminates the 

necessity of certificates in the traditional public key cryptography and simultaneously 

overcomes the inherent key escrow problem suffered in identity-based cryptography. 

However, to the best of our knowledge, all existed constructions of certificate-based 

encryption so far have to be based on the bilinear pairings. The pairing calculation is perceived 

to be expensive compared with normal operations such as modular exponentiations in finite 

fields. The costly pairing computation prevents it from wide application, especially for the 

computation limited wireless sensor networks. In order to improve efficiency, we propose a 

new certificate-based encryption scheme that does not depend on the pairing computation. 

Based on the decision Diffie-Hellman problem assumption, the scheme's security is proved to 

be against the chosen ciphertext attack in the random oracle. Performance comparisons show 

that our scheme outperforms the existing schemes. 
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1. Introduction 

The notion of certificate-based encryption (CBE) was first introduced by Gentry [1] in 

Eurocrpyt 2003. CBE combines traditional public key encryption (PKE) and identity-based 

encryption (IBE) while maintaining most of their characteristics. The certificate from a CBE 

scheme can be used not only proof of current certification but also acts as a partial decryption 

key. It gives us implicit certification that to eliminate third-party queries on certificate status. It 

also simplifies the public key revocation problem so that no infrastructures like CRL [2] and 

OCSP [3] are needed in CBE. Since the certificate authority does not know the private keys of 

users, it solves the key escrow problem. The key distribution problem is solved for the 

certificates need not be kept secret. 

Based on Boneh and Franklin's [4] IBE scheme, Gentry [1] proposed first concrete CBE 

scheme. In EuroPKI 2004, Yum and Lee [5] proposed an equivalence theorem among IBE, 

certificate-less encryption (CLE) and CBE. They showed that CLE and CBE can be regarded 

as variants of IBE. Dodis and Katz [6] declared that a CBE scheme could be build by applying 

their generic techniques to an IBE and a PKE. Galindo et al. [7] pointed that the construction in 

[5] did not achieve the required security if CBE scheme, that is, a dishonest authority could 

break the security of the generic constructions. Lu et al. [8] solved this problem by providing 

two generic security-enhancing conversions based on the Fujisaki-Okamoto conversions 

[9,10] and proposed a method to achieve generic CBE constructions from PKE and IBE with 

CCA-secure in the random oracle model. Kang and Park [11] pointed out that the conversion 

proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson [12] from CL-PKE to CBE is wrong. They said the 

conversions in [12] had a critical flaw in the security proof. Lu et al. [13] combined 

Sakai-Kasahara's IBE scheme [14,15] and traditional ElGamal-like cryptographic system [16] 

to constructed CBE scheme with pairing. Recently, Lu [17] proposed a new CBE scheme in 

the random oracle model. The security of scheme is under the hardness of the computational 

Diffie-Hellman problem and the gap bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem. In parallel to CBE, 

Kang et al. [18] proposed the security notion of certificate-based signature. Li et al. [19,20] 

formalized definition of the key replacement attack in certificate-based signature and refined 

the security model of certificate-based signature given in [18]. Furthermore they presented an 

efficient certificate-based signature scheme and proved it secure in the random oracle model. 

In order to improve performance of certificate-based signature, Li et al. [21,22] constructed an 

efficient short signature and a certificate-based signcryption with enhanced security features, 

respectively. 

The above schemes were proved their securities in the random oracle model. However, 

Canetti et al. [23] declared that the schemes may not be secure when random oracles are 

instantiated with concrete hash functions. They suggested prove security of the schemes in the 

standard model. Based on the Waters scheme [24], Morillo and Ràfols [25] proposed the first 

concrete scheme in the standard model. Their model satisfies the minimal properties which are 

necessary to adapt the proof of [26] to obtain a fully secure CBE scheme. Galindo et al. [27] 

reviewed CBE schemes in the standard model and constructed a more efficient scheme. Liu 

and Zhou [28] constructed their scheme in the standard model which is motivated from 

Gentry's IBE scheme [29]. A generic construction of CBE scheme was proposed by Lu et al. 

[30] which is secure against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks.  

Our contribution. Nevertheless, the above schemes all require pairing operations. According 

to MIRACL [31] achievement, a 512-bit Tate pairing takes 20 ms whereas a 1024-bit prime 
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modular exponentiation takes 8.80 ms. The pairing computations are still considered as 

expensive comparing with normal operations. The costly pairing computation prevents it from 

wide application, especially for the computation limited wireless sensor networks. Recently, 

Li et al. presented a provably secure certificate-based signature scheme without pairing. 

However, no corresponding encryption scheme is proposed. In order to solve this problem, we 

construct a new certificate-based encryption scheme without pairing. Our scheme is proved 

secure against chosen ciphertext attack in the random oracle under the decision 

Diffie-Hellman problem. 

Organization. In the rest of this paper, it is organized as follow. Section 2 gives some 

definitions and security models of CBE. The proposed scheme is presented in Section 3.  In 

Section 4, we provide the security proof. We give performance comparison in Section 5. 

Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we briefly review some definitions including hard problems, 

certificate-based encryption and secure model of CBE. 

2.1 Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption (DDH) 

Let qp,  be primes such that  1| pq . Suppose g  is an element selected from *
pZ  with 

order q .  Let B  be an attacker. B  tries to solve the following problem: Given  Tggg ba ,,,  

for uniformly chosen *, qR Zba  . B outputs 1 if  abgT   and 0 otherwise. We define B 's 

advantage in solving the DDH problem is     1,,,Pr  TgggBBAdv ba . 

Definition 1. The decisional  ,t  Diffie-Hellman assumption holds if no-t-time adversary 

has at least   advantage in solving the above problem. 

2.2 Certificate-Based Encryption 

Recall the definitions of [1,25], the definitions for our CBE model is defined by five 

algorithms as follow:  
 Setup  is a probabilistic algorithm takes a security parameter k as input. It returns the 

certifier's master-key msk  and the public parameters params  that including the description of 

message space MSPC  and ciphertext space CSPC . 

 SetKeyPair  is a probabilistic algorithm that takes params as input. It returns user's 

private and public key pair  upkusk , . 

 Certify  is a probabilistic algorithm takes upkidmskparams ,,,,   as input. It returns 

Cert , which is sent to the user id  through an open channel. Here is an index of the current 
time period. 

 Enc  is a probabilistic algorithm that takes Mupkidparams ,,,, as input. It returns a 

ciphertext CSPCC  for message M  or ⊥  indicating failure. 

 Dec  is a deterministic algorithm that takes CuskCertparams ,,,, as input. It returns 

either a message M  or the special symbol ⊥ indicating a decryption failure. 

Naturally, it is required that for all M ,    MMupkidparamsEncuskCertparamsDec ,,,,,,,,  . 
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2.3 Secure Model of CBE 

As defined in [17], we consider two types of adversaries for a CBE scheme, IA  for Type I and 

IIA  for Type II. The adversary IA essentially models an uncertified entity that has no access to 

the master key. It can gets any user's private key and gets certification with any identity except 

the challenge identity *id . IA also can request public key replace queries with values of its 

choice. The adversary IIA  models the certifier in possession of the master key msk  attacking 

an entity's public key. It can get any user's private key except the challenge user *id .  IIA  also 

can requests public key replace queries with any user except the challenge identity *id . The 

security model is defined with the help of two games as follow: 

Game 1  

 Setup: The challenger runs  kSetup 1 , generates master key msk and public 

parameters params , gives params to IA  and keeps msk  to itself. 

 Phase 1: IA ’s queries and the challenger’s responses as follow. 

Public Key Queries : On input an identity id , the challenger responds with the public key upk  

for id . 

Private Key Queries : On input an identity id , the challenger responds with the private key usk  

for id . 

Public Key Repalcement : On input ',', upkuskid , the challenger replaces the current public key 

upk  with 'upk  for id .  

 Certificate Queries : On input upkid ,, , the challenger responds with the certificate Cert . If 

the identity id has no associated certificate in the time period  , then the challenger runs 

Certify  algorithm to generate a certificate. 

 Decryption Queries : On input Cid,, , the challenger responds the decryption of C  under the 

private key that is associated with the current public key. 
 Challenge: Once IA  decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs the challenge 

identity *id and two equal-length plaintext messages 10 , MM . Note that *id has not been queried 

to certificate during the game. The challenger picks  1,0 , runs the algorithm Enc . It takes 

 Mupkidparams
id

,,,, *
*  as input, computes ciphertext 

  MupkidparamsEncC
id

,,,, *
**   

The challenge returns the ciphertext *C  to IA .   

 Phase 2: IA  makes queries as in Phase 1. But IA  cannot makes certificate query on 

*,, *

id
upkid  and decryption query on the challenge ciphertext *C  for the combination 

 ,*id . 

 Guess: Finally, IA  outputs a guess  1,0' .  

We define IA ’s advantage in Game 1 is       1'Pr2IAAdv . 

Definition 2. A CBE scheme is said to be IND-CCA2 secure if no probabilistic 

polynomial-time adversary IA has non-negligible advantage   in winning Game 1. 

Game 2 
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 Setup: The challenger runs  kSetup 1 , generates master key msk and public 

parameters params , gives  paramsmsk,  to IIA . 

 Phase 1: IIA ’s queries and the challenger’s responses as follow. 

  Public Key Queries : On input an identity id , the challenger responds with the public key upk  

for id . 
  Private Key Queries : On input an identity id , the challenger responds with the private key usk  

for id . 

Public Key Repalcement : On input ',', upkuskid , the challenger replaces the current public key 

upk  with 'upk .  

 Decryption Queries : On input Cid,, , the challenger responds the decryption of C  under the 

private key that is associated with the current public key. 

 Challenge: Once IIA  decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs the challenge identity *id  

and two equal-length plaintext messages 10 , MM . Note that *id  has not been queried to private 

key and public key replacement. The challenger picks  1,0 , and creates a target ciphertext 

  MupkidparamsEncC
id

,,,, *
**   

The challenge returns  ciphertext *C  to IIA . 

  Phase 2: IIA  makes queries as in Phase 1. But IIA  cannot makes a decryption query 

on the challenge ciphertext *C  for the combination  ,*id . 

 Guess: Finally, IIA  outputs a guess  1,0' . 

We define IIA ’s advantage in Game 2 is       1'Pr2IIAAdv  

Definition 3. A CBE scheme is said to be IND-CCA2 secure if no probabilistic 

polynomial-time adversary IIA  has non-negligible advantage   in winning Game 2. 

3. An Efficient CBE Scheme 

In this section, we construct a CBE scheme which is consisted of the following five 

algorithms: 

 Setup : Input a security parameter k .  Generate two primes p  and q  such that 2 1p q  . 

Pick a generator g of *

pZ . Pick *
qR Zx  uniformly at random as master secret key xmsk  , 

and compute master public key pgmpk x mod . Choose hash functions: 

  ***
1 1,0: qp ZZH  , ***

2 : pqp ZZZH  . The system parameters are 

 21,,,,, HHggqpparams x . The plaintext space *
qZMSCP   and the ciphertext space 

***
ppp ZZZCSCP  . 

 SetKeyPair : Pick *
qR Zs  at random as user's secret key usk  and compute  

pgupk s mod  as user's public key. Return the private/public key pair    sgsupkusk ,,   

to user. 

 Certify : Input upkidmskparams ,,,,  . Pick *
qR Zy , compute ygcert 1 , 12 xhycert  , 

 13 xhyxycert  , where   upkidHh ,| |11  . Then it returns Cert  as the certificate for 

the identity id  in the time period  . 
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 Enc : Input upkidparams ,,, , check whether   1
23 certmpkg

certcert


 . Then choose a 

random string *
qR Zr  , compute rgC 1 ,      rrhr

certmpkupkMC 12
1  , 

 MgHC r ,23  . Output the ciphertext  321 ,, CCCC  . 

 Dec : Input CuskCertparams ,,, , compute 
uskcert

C

C
M




2

1

2' . If   312 ', CMCH  , return 

'M . Otherwise return   indicating a decryption failure. 

The correctness of the scheme is easy to check as we have 

     

 
 

     
 

M

g

gggM

C

certmpkupkM

C

C
M

syxhsxhy

r

ryrhxrsrrhr

uskcert








 1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2' . 

4. Security Analysis 

Theorem 1. Suppose 21, HH are random oracles and there exists a Type I IND-CCA2 adversary 

IA  against the CBE scheme with advantage  , runs in time at most t , makes at most pkq  

public key queries, skq  private key queries, prq  public key replace queries, cq  certificate 

queries, dq  decryption queries, 1q times 1H queries and 2q times 2H queries. Then there exists 

an algorithms B to solve the DDH problem running in time 't  with advantage 
dc qq

q



















1

1
1

2

1
'


 . The running time            1311' 21 OtqOtqqqOqqqtt exdexcskpkpr  , 

where ext  denotes the time for computing exponentiation in *
pZ . 

Proof. Let IA  be a Type I adversary against the CBE scheme. We construct an algorithm B to 

solve the DDH problem. Given a random instance  Tggg ba ,,,  of the DDH problem, we 

show how B plays as a challenger to interact with IA , and solve the DDH problem with the 

ability of IA . 

Setup: B randomly chooses an index I  with 11 qI  . B simulates the Setup algorithm, picks 

*
qR Zx  as msk  and compute xgmpk  . Supply IA  with the public parameters 

 21,,,,, HHggqp x , where 21, HH  are random oracles controlled by B. IA  may make queries 

to random oracles  2,1iH i  at any time during its attack and B responds as follows: 

:1 QueriesH  B maintains a listH1  of tuples   eupkid ,,, , on receiving such a query on 

 upkid ,, , if there is a tuple   eupkid ,,,  on listH1 , B returns e  as answer. Otherwise, B 

chooses  *
qR Ze , adds    eupkid ,,,  to listH1  and returns e  as answer. 

:2 QueriesH  B maintains a listH2  of  tuples   wMA ,, , on receiving such a query on 

 MA, , if there is a tuple   wMA ,,  on listH2 , B returns w . Otherwise, B chooses  *
qR Zw , 

adds    wMA ,,  to listH2  and returns w  as answer. 

 Phase 1: B maintains two lists of tuples  ,,,: upkuskidKeyList  and 

 CertidCertList ,,:  . The KeyList is initiated empty, the CertList  is initiated 

with   ,,,, a
I gid . IA  launches Phase 1 of its attack by making a series of requests, and B 

responds as follows: 
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      QueriesKeyPublic : On receiving user's identity iid , B searches  ,,, upkuskidi  on 

KeyList . If the tuple exists, B returns upk . Otherwise, B picks *
qR Zs  as usk  and computes 

sgupk , adds  0,,, s
i gsid  to KeyList  and returns sg . 

      QueriesKeyPrivate : On receiving user's identity iid , B searches  ,,, upkuskidi  on 

KeyList . If the tuple exists, B returns usk . Otherwise, B picks *
qR Zs  as usk  and computes 

sgupk , adds  0,,, s
i gsid  to KeyList  and returns s . 

        Public Key Replace : On receiving  ',', upkuskidi , B searches id  on KeyList  and updates 

 1,',', upkuskidi  on it. 

       Certificate Queries : On receiving  iid, , if Ii  , B aborts. Then, if there is a 

tuple  CertidCertList i ,,:  on the CertList , B returns Cert  as answer. Otherwise, picks 
*
qR Zy , computes  upkidHh i ,| |11  ,  321 ,, certcertcertCert  , ygcert 1 , 12 xhycert  , 

 13 xhyxycert  . Adds  Certidi ,,  to CertList . Returns Cert as answer. 

       Decryption Queries : On receiving  Cidi ,, , if Ii  , B aborts. Otherwise B computes  

uskcert
C

C
M




2

1

2' . If   312 ', CMCH  , returns M . Otherwise, outputs  . 

 Challenge: IA  outputs ,*id  and two messages 10 , MM on which it wishes to be 

challenged. If Iidid * , B aborts. Note that *id  had not been queried to certificate. B sets 

bgC *
1 , computer 

***
2

bsbxh ggTMC   ,  MgHC r ,2
*
3  , outputs  *

3
*
2

*
1

* ,, CCCC  . 

 Phase 2: B continues to respond to IA ’s requests in the same way as it did in Phase 1. 

Note that IA  can not make a certificate query on  *,*

id
upkid . No decryption query should be 

made on  **, Cid . 

 Guess: Eventually, IA  outputs its guess ' . B outputs abgT   if  ' , else it 

outputs abgT   as the solution to the DDH problem. 

Analysis: From the simulation above, if abgT  , we have 
***

2
bsxbhab gggMC   . Such that 

 *
3

*
2

*
1

* ,, CCCC   is a valid  challenge ciphertext. And IA  outputs its guess  '  with 

advantage  . Otherwise, IA  will not gain any advantage greater than 
2

1
 to guess ' . Next, 

we estimate B's advantage in solving the DDH problem. Let Abort denotes the event that B 

does not abort during the simulation, Solve denotes the event that B solves the DDH problem 

when event Abort  occurs. We obtain the probability  
dc qq

q
Abort
















1

1
1Pr . By definition 

of  , We have    
2

1
|'Pr abgT . And it is obvious that if event Solve does not happen 

during the simulation, B will not gain any advantage greater than 
2

1
 to guess  , 

 
2

1
|'Pr  abgT . Then, we obtain  

         
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
Pr|'PrPr|'PrPr














 abababab gTgTgTgTSolve . 
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      Let E  denotes the event that B solves the DDH problem. Then, we obtain  

     
dc qq

q
AbortSolveE


















1

1
1

2

1
PrPrPr


.  

Therefore, we get B's advantage to solve the DDH problem
dc qq

q



















1

1
1

2

1
'


 . The running 

time            1311' 21 OtqOtqqqOqqqtt exdexcskpkpr  , where ext  denotes 

the time for computing exponentiation in *
pZ . 

Theorem 2. Suppose 21, HH  are random oracles and there exists a Type II IND-CCA2 

adversary IIA  against the CBE scheme with advantage   when running in time  , making pkq  

public key queries, skq  private key queries, prq  public key replace queries, dq  decryption 

queries 1q  times 1H queries and 2q times 2H queries. Then there exists an algorithms B to 

solve the DDH problem in time 't  with advantage 
prdsk qqq

q



















1

1
1

2

1
'


 .  The running 

time    1 2' 1prt t q q q O             1 3 1pk sk c ex d exq q q t O q t O       , where 

ext  denotes the time for computing exponentiation in *
pZ . 

Proof. Let IIA  be a Type II adversary against the CBE scheme. We construct an algorithm B to 

solve the DDH problem. Given a random instance  Tggg ba ,,,  of the DDH problem, we 

show how B plays as a challenger to interact with IIA , and solve the DDH problem with the 

ability of IIA . 

 Setup:  B randomly chooses an index I  with 11 qI  . B simulates the Setup  

algorithm, picks *
qR Zx  as msk  and compute xgmpk  . Supply IIA  with msk  and 

parameters  21,,,,, HHggqp x . IIA  may make queries to random oracles  2,1iH i  at any 

time during its attack and B responds as follows:   

:1 QueriesH  B maintains a listH1  of  tuples   eupkid ,,, , on receiving such a query on 

 upkid ,, , if there is a tuple   eupkid ,,,  on listH1 , B returns e  as answer. Otherwise, B 

chooses  *
qR Ze , adds    eupkid ,,,  to listH1  and returns e  as answer. 

:2 QueriesH  B maintains a listH2  of tuples   wMA ,, , on receiving such a query on 

 MA, , if there is a tuple   wMA ,,  on listH2 , B returns w . Otherwise, B chooses *
qR Zw , 

adds    wMA ,,  to listH2  and returns w  as answer. 

 Phase 1: B maintains a list of tuples  ,,,: upkuskidKeyList  , which is initiated 

with  ,,, a
I gid  . IIA  launches Phase 1 of its attack by making a series of requests, and B 

responds as follows: 

      QueriesKeyPublic : On receiving  iid, , if there is a tuple  ,,, upkuskidi  on KeyList , B 

returns upk . Otherwise, B chooses *
qR Zs  as usk  and computes sgupk  , add  0,,, s

i gsid  

to KeyList  and returns sg  as answer. 

     QueriesKeyPrivate : On receiving  iid, , if Ii  , B aborts. Else if there is a tuple 

 ,,, upkuskidi  on KeyList , B returns usk . Otherwise, B chooses *
qR Zs  as usk  and 
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compute sgupk  , add  0,,, s
i gsid  to KeyList  and returns s  as answer. 

        Public Key Replace : On receiving   ', upkidi , if Ii  , B aborts. B searches iid  on KeyList , 

updates  1,',, upkuskidi  on the list. 

       Decryption Queries : On receiving  Cidi ,, , if Ii  , B aborts. Otherwise B computes 

  uskyxh
C

C
M




1

1

2' . If   312 ', CMCH  , return M . Otherwise, output  . 

 Challenge: IIA outputs outputs ,*id  and two messages 10 , MM on which it wishes 

to be challenged. Note that *id  had not been queried to private key and public key 

replacement. Otherwise, B sets bgC *
1 , computer 

***
2

bybxh ggTMC   ,  MgHC r ,2
*
3  , 

outputs  *
3

*
2

*
1

* ,, CCCC  . 

 Phase 2: B continues to respond to 
IIA ’s requests in the same way as it did in Phase 1. 

Note that 
IIA  can not make a private key query or public key replace query on *id . No 

decryption query should be made on  **, Cid . 

 Guess: Eventually, IIA  outputs its guess ' . B outputs abgT   if  ' , else it 

outputs abgT   as the solution to the DDH problem. 

Analysis: Using the same method in the proof of Theorem 1, the probability 

 
prdsk qqq

q
Abort















1

1
1Pr . By definition of   , We obtain    

2

1
|'Pr abgT . And 

it is obvious that if event Solve does not happen during the simulation, B will not gain any 

advantage greater than 
2

1
 to guess  ,  

2

1
|'Pr  abgT . Then, we obtain 

         
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
Pr|'PrPr|'PrPr














 abababab gTgTgTgTSolve

. Let E  denotes the event that B solves the DDH problem. Then, we obtain 

     
prdsk qqq

q
AbortSolveE


















1

1
1

2

1
PrPrPr


. 

Therefore, we get B's advantage to solve the DDH problem 
prdsk qqq

q



















1

1
1

2

1
'


 . The 

running time            1311' 21 OtqOtqqqOqqqtt exdexcskpkpr  , where ext  

denotes the time for computing exponentiation in *
pZ . 

By combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we can deduce that there is no probabilistic 
polynomial-time adversary can win either Game1 or Game 2 with non-negligible advantage in 
time t , i.e. our CBE scheme is IND-CCA2 secure in the random oracle model. 

5. Performance Comparison 

In this section, we will make a comparison of our scheme with the existing schemes. We 
consider four major operations: pairing ( p ), multiplication ( m ), exponentiation ( e ), hash 

( h ).  
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Table 1. Performance comparison of the CBE schemes 

Schemes Encryption cost Decryption cost 

Ours hem 133   hem 111   

Scheme in [17] hem 213   hmp 121   

Scheme in [13] hem 422   hemp 3111   

Scheme in [22] hem 425   mp 33   

 

From the table, our scheme requires two more exponentiation operation in the encryption 
algorithm. However, we do not use pairing operation in the decryption algorithm. Our scheme 
is still more efficient because the pairing operation is considered as the heaviest 
time-consuming operation according to MIRACL [31] achievement. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we construct a new CBE scheme without pairings. We prove that our scheme is 

IND-CCA-secure in the random oracle. Security of scheme reduces to the hardness of the 

DDH problem. This makes our scheme possess strong applicability in applications where 

devices only have limited computational power (e.g. wireless sensor networks). In addition, 

currently most certificate-based signature schemes are secure in the random oracle model, but 

for which any implementation of the random oracle results in insecure schemes. To construct a 

CBE scheme without pairing in the standard model will be our future work. 
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